Indigenous Storywork – Opening Stories
Indigenous peoples learn how to be in the world through stories that are shared across
generations. Listen to the stories about water to consider how we are meant to live in good
relation with the world.
♢ Ojibway Creation Story
♢ Survivors of the Flood (Lummi Nation)
♢ Freshwater Stories (Frank Ettawageshik, LTBB Odawa)
As you engage in water activities, refer back to these stories or other stories and songs you
know about water. How can stories and songs help guide water activities with your
families?
Indigenous Science - Overview
Indigenous peoples have deep relationships with water. Many nations have creation and
migrations stories stemming from ﬂoods, and practice water ceremonies with varied
teachings. Water holds important roles of cleansing and puriﬁcation for humans and
more-than-human relatives. The water activities will help you to use scientiﬁc inquiry
based in observations of the world around you, particularly your focus on water in its
varied forms. You will be prompted to look closely, reﬂect using all of your senses, and
wonder about big ideas as a family.
Arc Gifts and Teachings
Human bodies are made up of mostly water; water is life because we are water! These
water activities emphasize ways can learn from and with water as a relative and teacher.
Using Indigenous observation, you will consider the roles water holds in the world and
how those roles impact humans and more-than-human relatives. You will consider the
life of water and how water travels continuously throughout ecosystems. Observing water
will help you determine water’s wellbeing or risk factors and deepen your relationship
with water and come to understand the responsibilities you hold.
Our Gift – Our Indigenous Pedagogy
These activities are intended to deepen your knowledge and relationship with water, and
prompt you to consider your roles and responsibilities in helping to be sure water has a
healthy future for generations to come. You will consider the gifts water offers human and
more-than-human relatives and what gifts we can offer in return, this process of gifting
or reciprocity helps to understand and sustain relational balance. Prompts included in the
water activities are intentionally open ended or inquiry based. Big wondering questions
make for better learning opportunities than known-answer questions. Questions you don’t
know the answer to are great learning opportunities! Discuss different possibilities, talk
with friends and family, draw conclusions from your observations, and look to other
resources to learn more.
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The water activities are meant to support family learning and enhanced relationships
with water as relative. Spending time with water and reﬂecting on perceptions of our
water relative will build water/human/more-than human relations through reciprocal
exchanges. It is our belief that focusing on our reciprocal roles and responsibilities to
water we can deepen our mutual respect as members of balanced ecosystem
communities
Indigenous Observing with Lands and Waters and Activities by Season
These activities all work to enhance Indigenous peoples relationships with water, and to
consider water’s relationships with humans and more-than-human relations. You will
engage perspective taking to consider your perceptions of water in varied states and how
water perceives human and more than human relations. With each activity, consider
water in different seasons, places and times. Ask children what water in the places you
visit may have been like 100 yeasr ago or what it will be like 100 years in the future? What
do you notice about water in varied forms of liquid, gas, or solid states (e.g. lakes, rivers,
oceans, streams, puddles, droplets, fog, mist, ice, etc.)? Or how do you perceive your
relation with water outdoors and in your home? Observing deeply and talking with family
and friends about your understandings and your wonderings work to deepen Indigenous
knowledges.
Relationships with Other Arcs
Water activities are intricately interwoven with other ISTEAM arcs, and activities across
arcs are developed to be in conversation with each other. In thinking about water as
relative to more-than-human beings, you may consider looking to bird activities and
reﬂect on ways birds and water live together in a good way. Take your plant cards with
you while focusing on water activities, you can build closer relationships with plant
relatives as you consider the relations between plants and water. You may also consider
how water’s well-being is an essential aspect to securing Indigenous food sovereignty. As
you watch Jeanette’s videos, consider how water participates in her teachings around
growing, harvesting, preserving, and consuming healthy foods. Some activities direct you
to related activities in other arcs, and you will certainly make more connections as you
engage.
Visioning our Future.
Water activities will ask you to consider ways to secure water’s wellbeing for generations
to come. Talk as a family about how living in a good way today is informed by Indigenous
teachings and lessons from previous generations, in order to be sure future generations
can thrive. We focus on the need to secure positive Indigenous futures and also discuss
ways that relationships with water whelp us ork to connect with extended kin,
particularly between and within Indigenous and Black communities. Water activities ask
you to consider social movements around water sovereignty (#NoDAPL, #WaterIsLife,
#ShutDownLine5, Flint Water Crisis) and to examine these issues across extended kin
communities.
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Water
Watershed Walk
Activity Purpose
In this activity, you explore water’s life by following how our relative travels. You will
use Indigenous observations to understand the interconnectedness of place and
examine how water is in community with plants, animals, people, and other morethan-human relatives like rocks and dirt. This is a great rainy day activity!

Activity Overview
Go for a walk with your family - talk about
where water comes from, where it goes,
and who it meets along the way (see the
Watershed visual).
Because of gravity, water falls from the sky,
lands on earth, and travels toward other
bodies of water. What happens to water
along the way?
Look closely at water on concrete; as water
meets trees, grass, plants; water falling on
cars; and other relatives or materials water
contacts. What do you think happens to
water through these meetings?
You can record observations, ideas, and
wonderings on the Watershed Activity Sheet.

Roles, Relations, Responsibilities & Gifts
◊ Consider how water meets humans as it falls and finds a home with land. What can you do to meet
water in a good way? How does water feel as it lands on you and other relatives?
◊ Rainy days are a gift to plant and animal relatives who rely on water to grow and live. How are rainy
days a gift to you? Can you express gratitude for rain?
◊ Concrete and roadways in urban areas hold pollution and toxins, when rain lands in these areas what
do you think happens? Where does water go after landing on roadways? Consider ways your family
can support water’s wellbeing.
Image by Elizabeth Starks
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Learning Across
Generations & with
Other Families
◊ Listen to the ideas from everyone in your
family. What do you learn from each
other? What different perspectives do
the youngest and oldest children bring?
◊ Ask elders what they remember
about rainy days and water from their
childhood. Share your experiences from
this walk with them.
◊ Send pictures or video from your walk
to family and friends, ask them to do the
same. What did they notice that might
be different from your observations?

Making Connections
with Stories
◊ Share stories and memories
that you have about water
(StoryDrawing Activity).
◊ Make up a rainy day story to share
your observations.
◊ Tell or listen to water stories and
songs from your community.

Supporting Learning
& Wellbeing
◊ In this universe, matter is not created or
destroyed, water molecules we use today are
the same molecules from our ancestors time
and future generations. What can you do
today, so water has a healthy future?
◊ As you observe water, what do you wonder
about? How can you learn more about how
water lives and travels around your home
and in other places? Think about water’s life a
long time ago, and in the future.
◊ Stop and listen to the water, how does it make
you feel? (see the Water Listening Activity)

Making Relations with
Lands & Waters
◊ During your walk, think about the relatives
water meets. How do plants, animals and
other relatives feel about rain water?
◊ Douglas Fir roots and other large trees can
hold water for up to 40 years before gravity
pulls water toward lakes and ocean, this
helps control stormwater runoff in urban
areas or near highways. What do you know
or wonder about this? Look to trees and
foliage water meets on your walk. Where
do trees stay dry and where do they soak
up water. Do the patterns tell you anything
about water’s relations with trees and roots?

Decolonization, Resurgence & Good Relations
In urban areas water from the streets goes into storm drains. In some places storm drain
water goes to treatment plants, and in some places it goes straight into rivers, lakes, and
oceans. What do you think happens to water in your neighborhood?
In many areas, fresh water is at risk and Black and Indigenous communities advocate for
water rights (#NoDAPL, #ShutDownLineFive, dam removals, Flint Water Crisis). What might
your family do to help be sure water is healthy for future generations? How can you work in
solidarity with other communities?
Salmon illustrations by Roger Fernandes
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Watershed Walk Activity Sheet

Explore the life of water by following how our relative travels. As you walk, talk together
about where water comes from, where it goes, and who it meets along the way (plants,
animals, people, and other more-than-human relatives like rocks and dirt). Talk or sing to
water. Does this relative respond to you?
What form did water take? (Rain, puddle,
stream, droplet…)

Where did water come from?

Where is water going?

Who is water meeting on their journey?
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Water
Walking
Activity Purpose
Use this activity to focus your attention on your relationship with the waters around you.
Indigenous peoples have always used observations, reflections, and stories to understand
our water relatives and build relationships toward a positive future. During this walk, you
will consider where water lives, where it comes from, where it travels to, and what other
relatives it comes in contact with.

Activity Overview
Walk to a place (or a few places) near
your home where water lives. If you
aren’t sure where a water source
is look on a map (e.g. GoogleMaps)
and also consider rain water, water
in clouds, water droplets on plant
relatives, water living in a puddle, etc.
Take time to visit with the water and
consider: Where does the water come
from? Where is it going? Who does it
encounter along its journey?

Roles, Relations, Responsibilities & Gifts
◊ How does knowing about the water’s life and the journey it takes help us be good relatives? Who else
is a good relative to the water?
◊ What are some roles water has in these places or what purpose is it serving for other relatives? What
relatives is water in relationship with in these places? What are the gifts water offers and what gifts
are offered in return? For example, water offers itself as a drink to plant relatives like horsetail and
horsetail offers the gift of filtration back.
◊ What risks are impacting water’s well-being? Consider dams, pollution, corporate privatization,
pipelines, etc.How can we work to minimize these risks?

Photo “Mint Water Droplets” by Konyvesotto on Pixabay is licensed under a CC-0 1.0 (public domain).
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Learning Across
Generations & with
Other Families
◊ Take time to hear the ideas from
everyone in your family. What do
you learn from each other? What
are the different perspectives the
youngest children bring? And the
oldest?
◊ Take time to talk with relatives,
friends, and elders about your visit
with the water. What do they know,
remember, or imagine about that
place? What stories do they have
about visiting with water?

Supporting Learning
& Wellbeing
◊ Consider the water as a relative to support
children’s sense of security. How do they
feel when they are near the water and what
relationships have they made?
◊ Ask your family what memories they have
made with the water and surrounding area.
How do you interact positively with water and
other relatives in the area?
◊ Be sure to look for signs of where water might
be hiding nearby. Use your plant and animal
knowledge to help you look for clues. Do you
see any of our plant relatives that have wet
feet? What do you learn about water when you
see birds and other animal relatives finding
their food there?
◊ Look for water that has been hidden, such as
culverts and pipes. Discuss the decision making
that might have happened. How did these
choices impact our plant and animal relatives?
How might the water feel about this? Also look
for examples of daylighted streams in your
neighborhood. Who is doing this work?

Making Connections
with Stories
◊ Share stories of other places and
waters you have visited as a family.
◊ Imagine stories about water in
different places.
◊ Tell or listen to stories and songs
from your community about water.
◊ Nibi Song (Anishinaabe)

Making Relations with
Lands & Waters
◊ Take time to observe the water and
surrounding place. What do you notice?
What do you wonder?
◊ What does this place look like during other
seasons? What about in the past or future?

Decolonization, Resurgence & Good Relations
Consider social movements around water sovereignty (#NoDAPL, #WaterIsLife, #ShutDownLine5).
Discuss ways that relationships with water work to secure positive Indigenous futures.
Discuss who has access to water and who doesn’t. How has climate change and corporate influence
changed relationships with water? What efforts of activism can we take to secure healthy waters?
Talk as a family about ways to take care of the water everyday. Consider visiting the water to offer
gifts and build strong relationships.

Salmon illustrations by Roger Fernandes
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Water
Storydrawing
Activity Purpose
Use this activity to focus your attention on your relationship with waters around you. Indigenous
people have intimate relationships with water of our planet, Mother Earth. Anishinaabe peoples
express gratitude for relations with water through ceremony and song and other Indigenous
communities have varying protocols for recognizing water as relation. Water stories have been
shared in Indigenous communities across generations to maintain teachings and relationships.
Using stories you can understand water as relative and build relationships toward a positive future.
During this activity, you will reflect on your favorite memories visiting waters and share those
memories through a story picture.

Activity Overview
Talk about important, fun, or
memorable experiences that your
family has had with water.
Make a picture of a favorite memory
from your time with water, or from
water’s perspective. This could be
water you visited or water in the home.
What stories did water share? Were
there human, plant, animal, or other
relatives with water? Why did you
select this memory?
Tell, write, or record the story and share
as a family.

Roles, Relations, Responsibilities & Gifts
◊ Imagine how water you remembered was like in the past and future, what may be different or the same?
◊ Consider the gifts received when you visit the water and what can be offered in return.
◊ Discuss the current risks water faces such as pollution, being owned, and climate change. How can
humans and more-than humans help minimize these risks?
◊ How are the relatives in your picture related? Are there beings or relationships that aren’t visible?

Image: “USA_2011_015” by DAvdW on flickr is licensed under a CC-0 1.0 (public domain).
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Learning across
Generations & with
Other Families
◊ Take time to hear the ideas from
everyone in your family. What do
you learn from each other? What
are the different perspectives the
youngest and oldest children bring?
◊ Talk with relatives, friends, and
elders about your memories of
the water. What do they know,
remember, or imagine about that
place? What stories do they have
with water?
◊ Share your story with family and
friends. Ask them to share stories
in return.

Supporting Learning
& Wellbeing
◊ Consider the water as a relative to support
children’s sense of security. How do they feel
when they think about visiting water? What
relationships have been developed?
◊ Ask family and friends what memories they’ve
made with water? How have they been good
relatives to water?
◊ While walking with your family, look for places
with water. What behaviors do you see the water
taking on? How do interactions with land and
beings shape the water. Can you communicate
this in your art?
◊ Look at pictures of Indigenous art, how or where
do you see water in these images? Do they remind
you of your family stories and experiences?

Making Connections
with Stories

Making Relations with
Lands & Waters

◊ Share stories of other waters
you have visited as a family.

◊ Look back at the picture and consider who is represented
in the place surrounding the water. Add anything from
your memories or imagination that might be missing.

◊ Imagine stories about water in
different places.
◊ Tell or listen to stories and
songs from your community
about water.
◊ Nibi Song (Anishinaabe)
◊ Ojibwe Flood Story

◊ What does this place look like during other seasons?
Consider how and why the water and this place change
across seasons.
◊ Consider ways to strengthen relationships with water
in that place (offer tobacco, sing etc.). How might we
strengthen relations with water when we’re not there?

Decolonization, Resurgence & Good Relations
Consider social movements around water sovereignty across our extended Kin communities (#NoDAPL,
#WaterIsLife, #ShutDownLine5, Flint Water Crisis) and ways local leaders have worked for change (e.g.
Grandmother Josephine Mandamin (ba), Billy Frank Jr., Senator John McCoy, BlackLivesMatter organizers).
Discuss ways that relationships with water work to secure positive Indigenous futures and connect as coconspirators with extended kin, particularly between and within Indigenous and Black communities.
Discuss who has access to water and who doesn’t. How has climate change and corporate influence changed
relationships with water? What efforts of activism can we take to secure healthy waters?
Talk about ways to take care of the water everyday. Consider visiting the water to offer gifts and build
strong relationships.
Salmon illustrations by Roger Fernandes
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Storydrawing

Use this template to draw a picture of a favorite memory from the water.

Who were you with in your memory of the water? (Consider human, plant, animal,
and other relatives)
What stories did the water share with you?
Why did you select this memory?
Consider recreating the memory as it would be a long time ago or into the future.
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Water
Mapping
Activity Purpose
Use this activity to focus your attention on your
relationship with the waters around you. Indigenous
peoples have always used observations, reflections,
and stories to understand our water relatives past
and present, and build relationships toward a positive
future. During this activity, you will make a map of all
the places water lives around you and consider where
it comes from, where it travels to, and what other
relatives it comes in contact with.

Activity Overview
Make a map of all the places where water
is or could be around your home. Make
your map anyway you want! Drawn by
hand, painted, printed, made 3-d with
cardboard and objects, etc.
On the map, include symbols to indicate
where water lives, where it comes from,
where it’s going, who it encounters along
its journey, and any other observations
you’ve made.

Roles, Relations, Responsibilities & Gifts
◊ How does knowing about how water lives help us be good relatives? Who else is a good
relative to water?
◊ Imagine how water lived in these places in the past and future what might be different?
◊ What risks are impacting water’s well-being? How can we work to minimize these risks?
(think about dams, oil pipelines and other pollutants, human redirection of waterflow,
corporate ownership of water, expanded housing developments, or other local issues)
◊ What role does water around us play in our lives? What role do we play in water’s life?
Image taken at ISTEAM camp
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Learning Across
Generations & with Other
Families
◊ Take time to hear the ideas from everyone
in your family. What do you learn from
each other? What are the different
perspectives the youngest and oldest
children bring?
◊ Take time to talk with relatives, friends,
and elders about your map. What do they
know, remember, or imagine about that
place? What stories do they have about
visiting with water in other places?
◊ Share your map with family and friends.
Ask them to share one in return.

Supporting Learning
& Wellbeing
◊ Consider water as a relative to support
children’s sense of security. How do they
feel when you are near the water and what
relationships have been developed?
◊ Ask your family what memories they’ve
made with water. How do you interact
positively with water and other relatives?
◊ While walking with your family, look
for places with water. How might these
observations relate to your map?
◊ Are there places where water lives that isn’t
immediately obvious? (groundwater, clouds/
precipitation etc.)

Making Connections
with Stories

Making Relations with
Lands & Waters

◊ Share stories of other places and waters
you have visited as a family.
◊ Imagine stories about water in
different places.

◊ Look back at the map and consider what is
represented in the places surrounding water.
What do you notice? Add anything to the
picture from your memories or imagination.

◊ Tell or listen to stories and songs from
your community about water.

◊ What gifts can we offer the water? What
gifts does the water offer us?

◊ Nibi Song (Anishinaabe)

◊ How did our ancestors (or those from
another tribe) interact with the water
in this place? What roles, relations and
responsibilities did they have with water
then and how are they similar to ours today?

◊ Get creative and make a story about the
movement of water near you. You might
make water a character in this story. (See
the Water Storydrawing activity)

Decolonization, Resurgence & Good Relations
Consider social movements around water sovereignty (#NoDAPL, #WaterIsLife, #ShutDownLine5).
Discuss ways that relationships with water work to secure positive Indigenous futures.
Discuss who has access to water and who doesn’t. How has climate change and corporate influence
changed relationships with water? What efforts of activism can we take to secure healthy waters?
Talk as a family about ways to take care of water everyday. Consider visiting the water to offer gifts
and build strong relationships.

Salmon illustrations by Roger Fernandes
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Mapping
Using observations, reflections, and stories you can work to understand our water
relatives and build relationships toward a positive future. During this activity, you will
make a map of all the places water lives around you. Use this template to draw or paint
your map. Or make your map in other ways (a digital map on the computer, a 3-d map
with cardboard and other objects)
Water Map

Home

Water

Plant Relatives

Animal Relatives

Other relatives

Guiding Questions: Where does the water come from? Where is it going? What other
relatives does water connect with?
Mapping
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Reflect on your present day map and make a map of the same place 100 years ago. Think
about how the water and other relatives have changed or remained the same. Imagine
what your ancestors would have noticed and included in their map.
Water Map

Home

Water

Plant Relatives

Animal Relatives

Other relatives

Guiding Questions: Where does the water come from? Where is it going? What other
relatives does water connect with?
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Mapping
Reflect on your present day map and make a map of the same place 100 years years into
the future. Think about how the water and other relatives will have changed or remained
the same. Imagine what future generations will notice and include in their map.

Water Map

Home

Water

Plant Relatives

Animal Relatives

Other relatives

Guiding Questions: Where does the water come from? Where is it going? What other
relatives does water connect with?
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Water
Macroinvertebrate Sampling
Activity Purpose
For this activity we will spend some time exploring
macroinvertebrates that live in fresh water, and reflect on the
relationships between water, human, and more-than-human
relatives by collecting samples and determining water
quality. Macroinvertebrates are animal relatives that do not
have a backbone and are visible without magnification. Some
macroinvertebrates can live in polluted water while others
are very sensitive and will not survive in low quality water
conditions. Understanding macroinvertebrates and other
relatives who live with water has always helped Indigenous
peoples determine the condition of the water.

Activity Overview
Visit a stream, pond, or other place with fresh water and explore the macroinvertebrates that live
there. You can lift rocks and sift through sediments to collect the relatives and place them into
shallow containers filled with water (a two liter soda bottle cut in half horizontally works well).
Use the activity sheet to identify the relatives and record what you collect. Stream-bottom
macroinvertebrates include such relatives as crayfish, mussels, aquatic snails, aquatic worms, and
the larvae of aquatic insects.
Identify relatives you’ve collected and use the activity sheet to determine the water quality by
understanding the macroinvertebrates’ sensitivity to pollution. If the water is healthy there will
be many different kinds present (high biodiversity) including some pollution sensitive ones. If the
water is unhealthy the diversity will be low and only pollution tolerant species will be present.
Make other observations of the place to consider the level of pollutants in the water. Are you in a
forest without industry or traffic? Are you near a highway or train track where the water is exposed
to toxins? What do you and your family know about this place to help you understand the relatives
living with the water?

Roles, Relations, Responsibilities & Gifts
◊ Observe water relatives and surrounding places, what is your relationship with this place? Consider
how visiting these waters and relatives contributes positively to the health and wellness of this place.
◊ Who visited the water relatives in the past? Who might visit in the future?

Image taken at ISTEAM camp
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Learning Across Generations &
with Other Families
◊ Take time to hear the ideas from everyone
in your family. What do you learn from each
other? What are the different perspectives
the youngest and oldest children bring?
◊ Talk with relatives, friends, and elders about
the fresh water relatives you collected and
what story they told you about the water.
What do they know, remember, or imagine
about that place? What do they know about
fresh water relatives in other places?
◊ Share your activity sheet with family in
other places and compare what you found.

Making Connections
with Stories
◊ Share stories of other places with freshwater
relatives you have visited as a family.
◊ Imagine stories about fresh water relatives
in different places or in different times.
◊ Tell or listen to stories and songs from your
community about water and relatives that
live in water.
◊ Gossiping Clams Story told by Roger Fernandes

Supporting Learning
& Wellbeing
◊ Imagine what this place was
like in the past, were the water
and macroinvertebrates here
before? Will they be here 100
years from now?
◊ What stories did the
macroinvertebrates offer you
during the visit?

Making Relations with
Lands & Waters
◊ Discuss the unique gifts your
family has that can be offered to
the water relatives. What gifts
do water and other relatives
offer in return?
◊ What other fresh waters have
you visited? What connections
do you notice across the
different places?

Decolonization, Resurgence & Good Relations
Consider social movements around water sovereignty (#NoDAPL, #WaterIsLife,
#ShutDownLine5). Discuss ways that relationships with water work to secure positive
Indigenous futures.
Discuss what you learned about the wellbeing of water from the macroinvertebrates, what
action can you take to ensure healthy water for the future?
Salmon illustrations by Roger Fernandes
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Macroinvertebrate Sampling
Identify the relatives you’ve collected and record them on this activity sheet. Use your
recordings to determine the water quality by understanding the macroinvertebrates’
sensitivity to pollution. If the water is healthy there will be many different species present
(high biodiversity) including some pollution sensitive ones. If the water is unhealthy the
species diversity will be low and only pollution tolerant species will be present.
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Water
Listening
Activity Purpose
An important part of Indigenous
observations is learning to listen deeply.
This means listening with your ears but also
perceiving with our whole bodies including
our hearts and minds. In this activity you
will visit water in a place near your home
and take time to listen deeply and represent
what you hear.

Activity Overview
◊ Find water in a place near your home. Find a comfortable place to sit, not too close to other
people. Close your eyes for a few minutes and listen. How does the water sound? What do
these sounds tell you about the water, place, and relatives who live here?
◊ What other sounds do you hear? What do they make you think about or wonder about? Who
is making those sounds?
◊ Reflect on how it feels to just listen with your eyes closed. When you open your eyes, begin to
record the sounds, and their location. You can use the activity sheet or a place piece of paper.
◊ Create your own way of representing what you hear. You can: create a symbol system, draw
pictures, mark time passing. It’s up to you!

Roles, Relations, Responsibilities & Gifts
◊ What do the sounds of water and other relatives tell you about this place?
◊ Do the different kinds of sounds tell you different things?
◊ Consider what gifts you can offer the water while you visit. Sing a song or offer other sounds the
water may enjoy.

Image taken at ISTEAM camp
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Learning Across Generations
& with Other Families
◊ Take time to hear the ideas from everyone
in your family. What do you learn from each
other? What do the youngest children hear
and notice? And the oldest?
◊ Take time to talk with relatives, friends, and
elders about water sounds near their homes.
Ask your elders to share how water sounds
have changed during their lifetime.
◊ Share your recording of sounds with family
and friends in other places and ask them to
share their recordings in return. What do you
notice about the sounds people hear from
different waters?

Supporting Learning
& Wellbeing
◊ How do you feel listening to the water
and other sounds in this place? How
does listening with your eyes closed
help you find calmness?
◊ What sounds do you imagine the water
perceives? What does the water hear?
◊ Visit the water at different times in the
day, or in different seasons. Do you hear
new or different kinds of sounds?
◊ What sounds do you think the water
in this place made in the past? What
might it sound like in the future?
What might change the way water
sounds at different times?

Making Connections
with Stories
◊ Share stories of water sounds from
your family. Do you have memories
of sounds from streams, lakes, rain?
Other waters?
◊ Tell or listen to stories or songs
about water from your community.
◊ Make stories about water sounds
from your imagination.

Making Relations with
Lands & Waters
◊ Review the sounds you’ve recorded, what stories
or teachings come from these sounds?
◊ Consider recording the sounds you make during
your visit, what impact do your sounds have on
the water and other relatives in this place?
◊ Do you have memories of water sounds from
other places?

Decolonization, Resurgence & Good Relations
Talk as a family about ways to take care of the water everyday. Consider visiting the water in the morning,
evening, or throughout the day to offer gifts and build strong relationships.
Work to listen to the water regularly and hear what the water is telling you. Consider how water can teach us
what it needs for a healthy future.

Salmon illustrations by Roger Fernandes
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Water Listening
Visit water in a place near your home and take time to listen deeply and represent what
you hear. Find a comfortable place to sit near water and not too close to other people.
Close your eyes for a few minutes and listen. Record what you hear on the table below:

An important part of Indigenous
observations is learning to listen deeply…
In each box write the sounds you hear

Listen with your ears but also with your
whole body including your heart and
mind…
● What do these sounds tell you about
the water, place, and relatives who live
here?
● What other sounds do you hear?
● What do they make you think, feel, or
wonder about?
● What does the water think about the
other sounds?

What other kinds of sounds do you hear?
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